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              Enhance your outdoor space

Enhance your outdoor space with Lumary Year-round outdoor lights. You can adjust the ambiance of the outdoor lights to fit any occasion: a big party, an intimate dinner or a moment of relaxation on a late summer night. By adapting the color and level of the light, you create the right setting to fully enjoy any moment outside.
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    Elevate Your Outdoor Space with Lumaryâ€™s Smart Lighting Solutions

Introduction

Outdoor lighting plays a crucial role in enhancing your home by providing beauty, practicality, and safety after dark. Itâ€™s essential for setting the right mood for evening get-togethers, lighting up walkways to prevent trips and falls, and emphasizing your homeâ€™s design features. Lumary is at the forefront of smart lighting technology, offering a range of outdoor lighting options that are stylish, energy-efficient, and easy to use.

With Lumaryâ€™s line of smart outdoor lighting, you can easily upgrade your outside spaces. Their products use advanced LED technology, which means theyâ€™re low on energy consumption and cost-effective. Theyâ€™re also user-friendly, giving you the ability to adjust settings to match your personal style and requirements. Whether you want bright colors for a party atmosphere or soft, white light for a quiet evening, Lumary gives you the flexibility to create the perfect look and feel for your outdoor space.

Lumaryâ€™s Smart Outdoor Lighting Collection
 Lumary presents a comprehensive array of smart outdoor lighting products, catering to diverse needs and preferences. From accent lighting to landscape illumination, Lumaryâ€™s collection offers versatile solutions for every facet of your outdoor space.

	Product Name	Features
	Smart LED Deck Lights	Energy-efficient, durable, and waterproof
8 preset scenes and 16 million colors
Easy installation
	Smart RGBAI Pathway Lights Pro
	Adjustable heads for stunning effects
Bright, low-voltage, and waterproof
Long-lasting with quality components
	RGBAI Smart Outdoor Lights Bar
	Wide beam for even wall illumination
Single or mixed colors
Music synchronization in local and app modes
	Smart RGBAI Landscape Lights Pro	Bright output with color-changing options
Music synchronization for personalized light shows
Controlled via the Lumary APP
	RGBAI Smart WiFi Pathway Lights
	Brighter and more efficient than competitors
Individual control of color, brightness, and on/off status via the APP
Weather-resistant
	RGBAI Wi-Fi & Bluetooth Outdoor Bulb String Lights
	Individual control of color and brightness
Seamless operation even with a broken bulb
Suitable for various outdoor settings and occasions
	Smart Wall Sconce Light Up Down Wall Lamp
	Customizable lighting with 8 DIY and 30 default scenes
Programmable to greet arrival and mark departure
Remote operation for security and intrusion protection


Lumaryâ€™s intelligent outdoor LED lights redefine exterior aesthetics, offering energy efficiency and customizable features. They enhance safety, security, and ambiance while withstanding the elements.

Recommended Lumary Lighting Solutions for Outdoor Spaces Lumary Smart LED Deck Lights

	Enhance your deck or patio with inviting illumination thatâ€™s perfect for evening entertainment or relaxation.
	These lights are designed for easy installation along deck edges or steps.
	They offer a warm, welcoming glow that can be customized in brightness and color to match your desired ambiance.
	Whether you want a subtle, soft light or a bright, lively look, these lights can be adjusted to fit your mood.


Lumary Smart RGBAI Pathway Lights Pro

	Provide clear visibility and safe navigation along pathways, driveways, and garden routes.
	Add attractive lighting to outdoor spaces with these strategically placed pathway lights.
	Position the adjustable spotlights to showcase trees, shrubs, or architectural details.
	Personalize your outdoor area with a selection of customizable colors and beam angles to create a captivating display.


Lumary Smart LED Outdoor Landscape Lights RGBAI Spotlight

	Essential for highlighting and accentuating landscape features with style and precision.
	Deliver reliable visibility for secure movement around your property.
	Feature easily customizable settings including color choices and beam direction.
	Enable you to design an impressive and individualized lighting presentation that increases your outdoor spaceâ€™s allure.


Lumary RGBAI Wi-Fi & Bluetooth Outdoor Bulb String Lights

	Transform any outdoor dining experience or gathering with these magical string lights.
	Create the ideal atmosphere for dinner parties or informal get-togethers with adjustable color and dimming capabilities.
	Perfect for setting the mood, from romantic evenings to energetic celebrations with loved ones.


Lumary Smart Wall Sconce Light Up Down Wall Lamp

	Offers a refined and elegant lighting solution for the exteriors of your home such as walls, entrances, or sitting areas.
	Introduces a sophisticated and modern touch to your outdoor spaces.
	Built to enhance the overall aesthetic and appeal of your homeâ€™s exterior.


Transform Your Outdoor Space with Lumary

Lumaryâ€™s intelligent outdoor lighting seamlessly blends aesthetics and functionality, artfully transforming outdoor spaces. Whether you desire a romantic dinner ambiance or a lively party atmosphere, Lumaryâ€™s versatile lighting options make it effortless to create the perfect setting. The Lumary app puts control at your fingertips, enabling you to adjust brightness, color, schedules, and create custom scenes, all while optimizing energy usage and delivering cost savings. Lumaryâ€™s commitment to quality and durability ensures a reliable and long-lasting investment. Protected by IP65 waterproof ratings and robust construction, Lumaryâ€™s lights are designed to withstand the elements, providing consistent performance in any weather condition.
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Can the Landscape Lights Pro withstand various weather conditions?
              
              
                
                  Yes, the Landscape Lights Pro are IP65 waterproof rating, meaning they can resist low-pressure water jets from any direction and dust ingress, serving you in all types of weather, from sunny afternoons to snowy nights and rainy days.


                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
  
  

Are the Lumary Outdoor Lights  compatible with existing smart home systems?
              
              
                
                  Absolutely, the Lumary Outdoor Lights can It is effortless to control Lumary Outdoor Lights through popular voice control platforms such as Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, and Siri. Just give simple voice commands to turn lights on or off, change colors, or adjust brightness levels. Voice control makes it more convenient to operate Lumary Outdoor Lights without hands, improving your outdoor lighting experience.


                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
  
  

Are the Lumary Outdoor Lights easy to install?
              
              
                
                  Setting up Lumary Outdoor Lights is easy and energy-efficient. You can install these LED lights anywhere without trouble since they come with matching screws and ground plugs. The lights are also eco-friendly, using only 12W of power while emitting bright light and vivid colors.This feature not only decreases your environmental effect but also saves you on energy costs.


                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
  
  

What makes the Lumary Outdoor Lights permanent fixtures?
              
              
                
                  Lumary Outdoor Lights have weather-resistant,design and lasting durability. These lights continue to shine through harsh weather such as rain or snow, thanks to their IP65 waterproof rating. Made of tough materials like aluminum die-casting, these lights have great heat dissipation, ensuring they will last up to 15,000 hours. Lumary's intelligent outdoor lights emit dependable light that endures over time.The advanced tech used allows seamless integration with your smart home systems, making them a permanent part of your outdoor lighting solution.


                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
  
  

What power source do the Lumary Permanent Outdoor Lights use?
              
              
                
                  Lumary outdoor lights utilize a regular power supply. Additionally, most models simply plug into a standard wall socket, ensuring a hassle-free, user-friendly setup.Please ensure the power source is handled carefully as improper management could lead to electrical hazards.


                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
  
  

How bright should the lights be, power do you need for outdoor lighting?
              
              
                
                  The brightness of LED lights is measured in lumens. Confirm the power of the required fixture based on the purpose of your lighting and the size of the area. For more details, read "Outdoor Lighting Power Guide".
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